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Abstract
This paper is concerned with the page migration (or file migration) problem [BS89] as part of a
large class of on-line problems.
The page migration problem deals with the management of pages residing in a network of
processors. In the classical problem there is only one copy of each page which is accessed by
different processors over time. The page is allowed to be migrated between processors. However a
migration incurs higher communication cost than an access (proportionally to the page size). The
problem is that of deciding when and where to migrate the page in order to lower access costs. A
more general setting is the k-page migration where we wish to maintain k copies of the page.
The page migration problems are concerned with a dilemma common to many on-line problems:
determining when is it beneficial to make configuration changes.
We deal with the relaxed task systems model which captures a large class of problems of this
type, that can be described as the generalization of some original task system problem [BLS87].
Given a c-competitive algorithm for a task system we show how to obtain a deterministic O(c2 ) and
randomized O(c) competitive algorithms for the corresponding relaxed task system.
The result implies first deterministic algorithms for k-page migration by using k-server [MMS88]
algorithms, and for network leasing by using generalized Steiner tree algorithms [AAB96], as well
as providing solutions for natural generalizations of other problems (e.g. storage rearrangement
[FMRW95]).
We further study some special cases of the k-page migration problem and get optimal deterministic
algorithms. For the classical page migration problem we present a deterministic algorithm that
achieves a competitive ratio of  4:086, improving upon the previously best competitive ratio of 7
[ABF93a]. (The current lower bound on the problem is  3:148 [CLRW93].)
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1 Introduction
The page migration problem deals with the dynamic reallocation of pages in a network of processors in
response to an on-line stream of access requests for the pages.
The page migration problem may arise as a memory management problem for a globally addressed
shared memory in a multiprocessor system as well as in a distributed network of processors where files
kept in different sites may be accessed by the various processors (thus the problem is sometimes referred
to as file migration). This situation is very common as a result of the everyday growing use of the
Internet and Internet-related applications as the World-Wide-Web. Moreover many of these applications
are interactive or real time and therefore efficient access is crucial.
When a processor wishes to access a page it must send a request to a processor holding the page and
the desired information is transmitted back. The communication cost incurred thereby is proportional
to the distance between the corresponding processors. It is also possible to migrate a page from the
local memory of one processor to another. Such transactions incur however a high communication cost
proportional to the page size D times the distance.
In the migration problem it is assumed that only one copy of each page exists in the network.
This is usually the case in most distributed systems allowing data reallocation, since such a setting
eliminates the problem of maintaining copy consistency. A great deal of research has concentrated on
page migration problems including [FH80, PT83, TZ84, Hac86, Sheng86, SD89]. However all existing
heuristics heavily rely on the non-realistic prior knowledge of potential usage patterns of the databases
(see the survey paper by Gavish and Sheng [GS90]).
Theoretical work on page migration, making no such assumptions, was initiated by Black and
Sleator [BS89], comparing the cost of an on-line page migration algorithm to the cost of an optimal
algorithm (known as competitive analysis [ST85]). Page migration problems have been further studied
in [West91, BFR92, CLRW93, ABF93a, ABF93b, LRWY94, AK95, ABF96, Bart96].
We study this problem and the more general k-page migration where there may be k mirror-replicas
of the page. The use of mirror copies of a page is very common as a partial solution for reducing
communication loads for heavily accessed pages. In the k-page migration any of the copies of the page
may be accessed for obtaining the desired information.
The k-page migration problem is a special case of the k-server with excursions problem where the
excursion cost is proportional to the move cost. This is the first non-trivial case of the problem which is
given a solution.
It is therefore a natural question if one can make use of algorithms for the well-studied k-server
problem to produce solutions for the k-page migration problem.
A similar situation occurs in other settings. The migration problems fall in a large class of online problems in which a central dilemma is to decide when is it beneficial to perform an expensive
configuration change. Our goal would be to reduce the problem to the simpler case when a configuration
change is not expensive. A large class of such problems is that of relaxed task systems as defined below.
A major subclass would be that of “rent-or-buy" problems. The most obvious classical example is the
ski-rental problem (see [Kar92] for survey) where we need to decide whether to rent or buy ski equipment
without knowing ahead how many days of skiing we are going to have, while the cost of buying is D
times larger than that of renting. The file replication [BS89] and network leasing [AAB96] problems
have a similar flavor. In the network leasing problem for example we need to establish communication
paths between pairs of processors. However edge links can be either leased or bought, and we need
to decide when edge links should be bought. For such problems our results yield algorithms for the
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“rent-or-buy" problem out of algorithms for the corresponding “buy-only" problem.
Other examples for applications are the generalizations of the storage rearrangement problem
[FMRW95] and distributed job scheduling [AKP92] to the case where a configuration change is D
times larger than the distance (note that in both these problems this is a natural parameter).

1.1 Relaxed Task Systems
In this section we provide formal definitions of relaxed task systems and description of our results.
The general theorems are formulated in the context of task systems ([BLS87]):
Definition 1 A task system, P , consists of a set of configurations (or states) C and a distance function
between any two configurations C1; C2 2 C , denoted dist(C1; C2). (this is the move cost between the
configurations). The task system consists of a set of requests, called tasks. A task r is associated
with a service cost in each configuration denoted task(C; r) (this is the task cost). An algorithm for
P is associated with a configuration C1. Given a request r the algorithm may serve it by moving to
configuration C2 paying a cost of cost(C1; C2; r) = dist(C1; C2) + task(C2; r). If the move cost function
dist forms a metric space over C , then the task system is called metrical.
Give a specific task system we define a corresponding relaxed problem:
Definition 2 A D-relaxed task system, D-P , with respect to a task system P and some parameter
D  1=2, is the task system with cost, distance, and task functions denoted costD , distD and taskD
respectively. distD and taskD are defined as follows: Given C1; C2 2 C , distD (C1; C2) = Ddist(C1; C2).
Given C 2 C and a task r, taskD (C; r) = minC 0 dist(C; C 0) + task(C 0; r).
It is also useful to consider the following type of task systems that include “buy-only" type problems:
Definition 3 A forcing task system [MMS88] task system such that for every request r and every
configuration C task(C; r) is either 0 or 1. Thus, for every request r we may associate a set of
allowable configurations.
The cost of a task in the relaxed version of a forcing task system is thus just the distance to the closest
allowable configuration.
The k-server, Steiner tree, and generalized Steiner tree problems can all be formulated as forcing
task systems. Their corresponding relaxed task systems are the k-page migration, file replication, and
network leasing problems, respectively.
In general however, as well as in the case of the problems of [FMRW95] and [AKP92] the original
task system will not be necessarily a forcing task system.
Our definition of relaxed task systems is a generalization of the definition of [AAB96] who define it
only in the context of forcing task systems. They also provide randomized algorithms against adaptive
on-line adversaries in that case.
We have the following results for the general relaxed task systems model:



Let P be a metrical task system. Given a c-competitive deterministic algorithm for P we construct
a 9c2 -competitive algorithm for the D-relaxed task system D-P .
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Let P be a metrical task system. Given a c-competitive randomized algorithm for P against
oblivious adversaries we construct a randomized 3 c-competitive algorithm for the D-relaxed task
system D-P against oblivious adversaries.

In some special cases our technique yields even better results as for the case of monotonic task
systems, such as the Steiner tree and generalized Steiner tree problems.
These results are described in Section 2.

1.2 Page Migration
In the k-page migration problem there are k copies of a page residing in a network of processors. An
access request initiated in one of the processors costs the distance to the nearest page copy. Each of the
copies may also be migrated at the a cost of D (the size of the page) times the distance traveled. The
problem is to minimize the total access and migration costs.
The classical 1-page migration problem was first proposed by Black and Sleator [BS89] who give a
lower bound of 3 in every network and matching upper bounds for uniform and tree metric spaces.
Westbrook [West91] gives a randomized 3-competitive algorithm against adaptive on-line adversaries
for any network, and an asymptotically (1 + )-competitive randomized algorithm against oblivious
adversaries, where   1:62 is the golden ratio. Optimal 2 + 1=(2D) randomized file migration
algorithms for uniform networks are given in [LRWY94] and for trees in [CLRW93]. Chrobak et. al.
[CLRW93] also prove a lower bound greater than 3 in some network topology, specifically 85=27 
3:148. Awerbuch, Bartal and Fiat [ABF93a] give the first deterministic page migration algorithm. This
algorithm achieves a competitive ratio of 7 which is the best known prior to this work.
We give a deterministic page migration algorithm achieving a competitive ratio of  4:086. The
algorithm and analysis are described in Section 3.
As mentioned above the general theorem for task systems yields O(k2 ) competitive algorithms for
the k-page migration problem (by using the WFA k-server algorithm [KP94]).
We give a lower bound of 2k + 1 for the k-page migration problem in any network, and get an
optimal algorithm for the uniform network and a nearly-optimal algorithm for trees. These are described
in Section 4.

2 A Deterministic Algorithm for Relaxed Task Systems
Let task(C; r) be the cost of servicing request r from configuration C in P . Let Cmin (C; r) denote any
configuration C 0 which minimizes dist(C; C 0) + task(C 0; r). Let taskD (C; r) be the cost if servicing
request r from configuration C in D-P . Then taskD (C; r) = dist(C; C 0) + task(C 0; r), where C 0 =
Cmin(C; r).
For any deterministic algorithm A, request sequence  and request r, let costA (; r) (or costA (r)
when  follows from the context) be the cost incurred by A while servicing r from the configuration
reached by previously servicing  . Also, let costA ( ) be the total cost of A on  . Assuming that A is
c-competitive for P , we define the competitive algorithm D-DAlg for D-P as follows.
Algorithm D-DAlg.
Algorithm D-DAlg simulates 2D copies A1 : : :A2D of A. The configuration of D-DAlg is always the
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same as that of
following rule:

A1 .

When given a new request r, the algorithm gives it one of

Ais according to the



if there exists i  2 such that costAi (r)  31c costA1 (r), r is given to Ai (i.e. the simulated configuration of Ai is updated). Then D-DAlg services r remotely, without changing its configuration.



otherwise, r is given to A1 . Then D-DAlg services r and moves to the new configuration of A1 .

Theorem 1 Let P be a metrical task system and let A be a c-competitive deterministic algorithm for P .
Then algorithm D-DAlg is 9c2 -competitive for the D-relaxed task system D-P .
Proof: The proof consists of two steps. First, we show that the sum of the costs of algorithms
A1 : : :A2D is within a factor 2c from the optimal off-line cost of servicing the requests in D-P . Then
we show that the cost of D-DAlg is within a factor 4:5c from the above sum. The result will follow.
Lemma 1 Let  be a request sequence, and let 1 : : :2D be (possibly empty) subsequences of  such
that each request from  appears in exactly one i . Also, let A be a c-competitive algorithm for P and
let costAdv ( ) be the optimal off-line cost of servicing  in D-P . Then
2D
X

i=1

costA (i )  2c  costAdv ( )

Proof: Let costAdvi (i ) be the optimal offline cost of servicing i in P . As A is c-competitive,
P
costA (i )  c  costAdvi (i). Hence it is sufficient to prove that i2=D1 costAdvi (i )  2  costAdv ( ). Let
Adv be the optimal offline algorithm for servicing  in D-P . We define algorithms Advi0; i = 1 : : : 2D
such that Advi0 services i in D-P . All the algorithms Advi0 always maintain the same configuration as
Adv.



whenever Adv changes configuration (say from C1 to C2), all Advi0 change their configuration
accordingly. The sum of the costs of Advi is equal to 2D  dist(C1; C2) = 2  dist0(C1; C2), which
is twice the cost of Adv ,



when Adv services request r (say from C1), the Advi0 for which r is included in i moves from
C1 to C 0 = Cmin(C1; r), satisfies the request and moves back to C1. Again, the cost of Advi is
equal to 2  dist(C1; C 0) + task(C 0; r), which is at most twice taskD (C1; r) i.e the cost of Adv .

P

Thus, i2=D1 costAdvi0 (i )
the lemma follows.

 2  costAdv (). Since the optimal offline cost costAdv (i)  costAdv0 (i),
2
i

Lemma 2 Let i be a sequence of requests given to Ai while running D-DAlg on  . Then
costD-DAlg ( )  4:5c
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2D
X

i=1

costAi (i )

i

Proof: We may split costD-DAlg ( ) into costSD-DAlg ( ) (the cost of servicing requests) and costM
D-DAlg( )
(the cost of moving between configurations).
Consider the cost incurred by D-DAlg to service a request r. If r is given to Ai , the cost of servicing
r from the current configuration P
of D-DAlg is at most 3c times costAi (r). Hence, we can bound the total
cost of servicing requests by 3c i2=D1 costAi (i ).
P2D
Therefore, it is sufficient to bound costM
D-DAlg ( ) = D  costA1 (1 ) in terms of i=1 costAi (i ).
To this end, consider algorithms A0i which simulate Ai on i , but also service all requests from 1
in the following way : whenever r 2 1 appears, A0i moves from its current configuration C to
C 0 = Cmin(C; r), services r and moves back to C , paying costA0i (r) := 2  dist(C; C 0) + task(C 0; r) 
2  (dist(C; C 0) + task(C 0; r))  2  costAi (r). As r was given to A1 , we know that
costAi (r) 

1
costA1 (r)
3c

)

costA0i (r) 

Hence the total cost of A0i (denoted by costA0i (1 )) is bounded by
costAi (i ) +

X

r21

costAi (r)  costAi (i ) +

2
costA1 (r)
3c

2 X
2
costA1 (r) = costAi (i ) + costA1 (1 )
3c r21
3c

On the other hand, the algorithm A1 is c-competitive, so costA1 (1)  c  costA0i (1). Hence

c costA (1)  costA0 (1 ) 
) costA (1)  3c  costA (i)
1

1

i

costAi (i ) +

2
costA1 (1)
3c

i

1

Now we can bound the moving cost as follows:
costM
D-DAlg( )

=

costD-DAlg(1 )

=



D  costA (1)  12
1

2D
X

costA1 (1) 

2D
3c X
costAi (i )
2 i=1

i=1
S
costD-DAlg ( ) + costM
D-DAlg( )
2
D
2D
X
X
costAi (i) = 4:5c
costAi (i )
(3 + 1:5)c
i=1
i=1

2
2

Theorem 1 follows from Lemmas 1 and 2.

2.1 Applications and Improvements
We apply the ideas behind the above construction to obtain algorithms for different problems. In some
cases, we can use specific properties of the task system to improve the analysis.
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Monotonic Task Systems
Definition 4 A Monotonic Task System is a forcing task system with a monotonicity property between
configurations as follows. A configuration C is said to be dominated by C 0 if for all tasks for which
C is allowable so is C 0. A forcing task system is monotonic if for every pair of configurations C1 ; C2
there exists a configuration C dominating both, and for every configuration C10 dominated by C1 ,
dist(C1; C )  dist(C10 ; C2).

A better ratio of 4c2 may be obtained when the underlying task system P is monotonic. An example
of a monotonic task system is the Steiner tree problem. The corresponding relaxed version is the page
replication problem. Another example is the generalized Steiner tree problem; the relaxed version is the
network leasing problem.
To get the better bound, we use a modified version of D-DAlg, which now simulates D algorithms
A1 : : :AD and gives a requests r to Ai for which costAi (v)  21c costA1 (r) (if such algorithm exists) or
to A1 otherwise. Using monotonicity we improve the bound of Lemma 1 to c  costAdv ( ), and get a
better bound of 2c  costAi (i ) for costA1 (1). The rest of the analysis is identical.
Randomized Algorithm against Oblivious Adversary
One can define a randomized version of D-DAlg , called D-RAlg, which is 3c-competitive against an
oblivious adversary. For monotonic task systems it is 2 c-competitive. The algorithm D-RAlg simulates
2D algorithms A1 : : :A2D (D algorithms in the monotonic case). At the beginning it chooses one of
them at random (say Ai ) and then always keeps the same configuration as Ai . The requests are always
given to the algorithm which incurs the highest cost. The analysis is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.
Observe that the algorithm is barely random, i.e. the randomization is only in the first step.
0=1 Request Cost

One may obtain an improved ratio of 2c(c + 1) if the cost incurred by any Ai on any request is either 0
or 1. This can be further improved to c(c + 1) for monotonic task systems. This gives a 2-competitive
algorithm for the network leasing problem on a uniform metric space. For the page replication problem
on a uniform metric, we obtain the 2-competitive algorithm of [BS89]. The ratio 2 is optimal for both
these problems as there is a matching lower bound even for the 2-point metric space.
Better Performance for Specific Cases
It is interesting to observe that our method yields known optimal algorithms for some problems. Here, the
actual behavior of D-DAlg and D-RAlg is better than our analysis indicates. For the one page migration
problem on a uniform metric space, D-DAlg simulates (a slightly modified version of) the Counter
algorithm from [BS89], and is hence 3-competitive (the analysis of [BS89] applies almost unchanged).
For one page migration on a 2-point metric space, a version of D-RAlg simulating 2D algorithms
actually simulates an algorithm EDGE [CLRW93] which is 2 + 21D -competitive.

3 A Better Algorithm for One Page Migration
We present an algorithm, Move-To-Local-Min (MTLM) for one page migration. The algorithm operates
in phases of length n = cD. The page is kept at the same node throughout the phase and migrated to a
6

new node only at the end of a phase. Let v1 ; v2; : : :vn be the requests in a particular phase. Suppose the
page is kept at node b throughout the phase. At the end of the phase, the page is migrated to the node
x which minimizes the function f (x) = Pni=1 d(x; vi) + D  d(b; x). The parameters c and  will be
specified later.
The first term in the minimizer function f (x) ensures that the page is moved to a node in the network
which is close to where the activity is taking place (reflected by the requests in the last phase). The
second term reflects the cost of moving the page to the new node, weighted by parameter  . This ensures
that the cost of making this move is not too high. This additional term is similar to, and in fact inspired
by the additional term in the minimizer function used by the Work Function Algorithm for the k-server
problem and metrical task systems.
We will prove that for a suitable choice of c and  , MTLM is 4:086 competitive.

3.1 Analysis of Move-To-Local-Min
Let MTLM(c) be the Move-To-Local-Min algorithm, with phase length n = cD and minimizing function

n
X

f (x) =
where 1  c  2, 

i=1

d(vi; x) + D  d(x; b)

c=(c + 1),
Theorem 2 MTLM (c) is max(3 + 2=c; 1:5c + =2 + 1)-competitive.
Proof: Fix a phase. Let v1 ; v2; : : :vn be the sequence of requests in the phase. Let ai be the position
of the optimal off-line algorithm OPT before the request vi+1 . (an is the position of OPT at the end of
the phase). Let b be the position of MTLM during the phase and x be the node to which it moves to at
the end of the phase. Let CMTLM (COPT resp.) be the cost of MTLM (OPT resp.) during the current
=

phase. It is easy to see that

CMTLM

=


=

COPT

=

where

n
X
i=1
n
X

d(b; vi) + D  d(b; x)

i=1

d b; a0) + d(a0; vi)) + D  d(b; x)

( (

i=1
n
X

d(a0; vi) + cD  d(a0; b) + D  d(b; x)

+
=

Pn d(a ; v ) and
i=1 i?1 i

=

D Pni=1 d(ai?1; ai).

We use the potential function
Φ

=

c D  d(s; t)
where s is the location of OPT and t is the location of MTLM.

(1 + )

Consider the difference in the potential ∆Φ before and after the phase.
∆Φ

=

c D[d(an; x) ? d(a0; b)]

(1 + )
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1+cX

n

=

∆Φ + CMTLM

c

i=1



(1 + 1

=c)



(1 + 1

=c)

n
X

d an; vi) + d(vi; x)) ? (1 + c)D  d(a0; b)
#
n
X
d(an; vi) + d(x; vi) ? (1 + c)D  d(a0; b)

( (

1
"i=X
n

i=1

i=1

d(a0; vi) + cD  d(a0; b) + D  d(b; x)
#
n
X
d(a0; vi) + d(an; vi)
i=1"
i=1
!
#
n
n
X
1 X
+
c i=1 d(an; vi) + i=0 d(x; vi) + D  d(b; x) ? D  d(a0; b)
" X
!
#
n
+
d(x; vi) + D  d(b; x) ? D  d(a0; b)
+

=

n
X

d(an; x) ? (1 + c)D  d(a0; b)

i=1
"X
n

i=1

Now, using f (x)  f (a0) and f (x) 
∆Φ + CMTLM

fa

f (an)),we get:
"X
# "X
#
n
n
n
X
X
1 n

d(an; vi) + d(a0; vi) + c
d(a0; vi) + d(an; vi)
i=1"
i=1
i=1
i=1
#
n
n
X
1 X
+
d(an; vi) + d(a0 ; vi) + D(d(an; b) ? d(a0; b))
2 i=1
i=1
"X
#
n
n
X
 (3=2 + 1=c) d(a0; vi) + d(an; vi) + =2  D  d(a0; an)
1
2 ( ( 0) +

i=1

i=1

P
Let A = ni=1 [d(a0; vi) + d(an ; vi)]. Then,
n
n
n
X
X
X
A 
d(a0 ; ai?1) + d(an; ai?1 ) + 2 d(ai?1 ; vi)
i=1
n
X

 n

i=1

i=1

d(ai?1 ; ai) + 2

n
X
i=1

i=1

d(ai?1 ; vi)

as

n
X
i=1

d(a0; ai?1) +

n
X
i=1

d(an; ai?1)

=


=

nX
?1

d(a0; ai) +

i=1
i
nX
?1 X

i=1 k=1
n
nX
?1 X
i=0 k=1
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nX
?1
i=0

d(an; ai)

d(ak?1 ; ak) +

?1
nX
?1 nX
i=0 k=i
n
X

d(ak?1 ; ak) = n

k=1

d(ak; ak+1 )

d(ak?1 ; ak )

Thus, A  2

+

c

. Clearly D  d(a0; an)  . Therefore,

∆Φ + CMTLM
∆Φ





=2 + 1=c)(2 + c ) + =2 
max(3 + 2=c; 1:5c + =2 + 1)( + )
max(3 + 2=c; 1:5c + =2 + 1))COPT ? CMTLM

(3

2
Solving for minimizing the maximum of the two expressions 3 + 2=c and 1:5c + =2 + 1 yields c  1:841,
  0:648 and the competitive ratio is approximately 4:086.
We mention that the above analysis is tight. We can also obtain a lower bound of 3:847 for a general
class of phase-based algorithms, which operate in phases of the same length fixed in advance, move only
at the end of each phase and the decision where to move is a function of the requests which occurred
in the last phase and the current position of the page. The details will appear in the full version of this
paper.

4 More on k -Page Migration
The (2k ? 1)-competitive k-server algorithm of [KP94] and the results of Section 2 give us a deterministic
O(k2) competitive algorithm for k-page migration for general metric spaces. In this section, we describe
optimal or near optimal algorithms for k-page migration on uniform metric spaces and trees. Using
techniques very similar to [MMS88, BLS87], we can prove the following lower bound:
Theorem 3 The competitive ratio of any algorithm for k-page migration on a discrete metric space with
 k + 1 points is at least 2k + 1.

4.1 Uniform Metric
We present a 2k + 1 competitive algorithm for k-page migration on a uniform metric space.
Relaxed Flush-When-Full (RFWF):
var counter c(p) (initially 0) for every node p
forever
unmark all nodes
repeat
if the request is at an unmarked node p
c(p) = c(p) + 1
if c(p) = D
mark p
c(p) = 0
migrate the page from any unmarked node to p
until k nodes marked
wait until D requests occur at unmarked nodes
loop
Theorem 4 Algorithm RFWF is 2k + 1 competitive for k-page migration on a uniform metric space.
9

We briefly sketch the proof. Divide the requests into sets; each set corresponds to a particular iteration
of the outermost loop. The set consists of all the requests at each of the k marked nodes (including
the D requests that caused them to be marked) together with the D requests issued during the waiting
step. Consider a particular set of requests. The algorithm pays a cost (2k + 1)D. The optimal off-line
algorithm either pays D for the requests at one of the k marked nodes, or pays D to move to one of the
k nodes, or pays D for the requests issued in the waiting phase. One can show that costs are not double
counted in this process.

4.2 Trees
We present an algorithm, Discrete Fractional Converge which has a competitive ratio of (2k + 1)(1 + D1 )
for k-page migration on trees. This algorithm is for the discrete version of the problem where servers
can only be placed at discrete points (called nodes) on the tree. It is based on the k server algorithm of
[CL91].
Discrete Fractional Converge (DFC).
The algorithm maintains k pairs of servers. Each pair consists of a discrete server and a continuous
server. The discrete server is always at a node of the tree, while the continuous server can be on an edge
of the tree, between two nodes.
The configuration of the algorithm at any time is given by the positions of the k discrete servers.
Initially, each continuous server is at the same point as the corresponding discrete server. The algorithm
always moves one or more continuous servers. In this process, if a continuous server crosses a node, the
corresponding discrete server is moved to that node.
Definition 5 For a given request r, a continuous server s at p is said to be a neighbor of r if the unique
path from p to r does not contain any continuous servers. If the point p has more than one continuous
server, only one of them is said to be a neighbor.
On receiving a request r, the algorithm changes its configuration by moving all the neighbors of
r towards r at the same speed. Observe that the number of moving servers could reduce during the
servicing of r, as a neighbor may cease to be a neighbor.
The movement is done as follows: For a continuous server s let d0(s; r) denote the distance of the
corresponding discrete server from the request r. Each continuous server maintains a continuous counter,
initially 0. When a continuous server s is moved a distance , its counter is incremented by =d0 (s; r).
Note that since the corresponding discrete server may change position during the move, the change in
counter value is not necessarily the same function of distance moved throughout. The movement is
stopped when any of the counters reaches the value 1=2D.
Theorem 5 Algorithm DFC is (2k + 1)(1 + D1 ) competitive for page migration on discrete trees.
We can prove that this algorithm is (2k + 1)-competitive in the model where the online algorithm is
allowed to move first and then service a request. It follows that in the regular model for page migration
1
)-competitive. The details of
where the request must be serviced first, this algorithm is (2k + 1)(1 + D
the proof will appear in the full version of the paper. We mention that for page migration on continuous
trees, we can obtain a (2k + 1)-competitive algorithm.
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